FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $49*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Camelbak

Carry Cap Insulated Bottle
1.9L
From $71.90
Available colours:
Larkspur | Black | Moss

Details

Specifications

For those extra thirsty days, or the times when you just need
to carry more because a refill may not be available once
you're out and about, the Carry Cap 1.9L Insulated Stainless
Steel water bottle from Camelbak is the perfect answer.This
bottle offers a whopping 1.9L capacity and double wall
vacuum insulation to keep drinks hot or cold for hours. It's
constructed of durable 18/8 stainless steel and a sweat-proof
powder coated finish, so the outside of your bottle will stay
dry regardless of what liquid you've got inside or the
temperature outside. The spill-proof Carry Cap twists to open
and is designed to make it easy for those on the move who
need a quick grab-and-go solution. No worries on any nasty
chemicals either with both the vessel and cap being
manufactured free of BPA, BPS and BPF.An effortless hand
wash on the bottle while the top rack inside your dishwasher
takes care of your cap, fill with your chosen refreshment and
you'll be good to go with the Carry Cap 1.9L Insulated
Stainless Steel water bottle from Camelbak.Double-wall
vacuum-insulated - cold up to 24 hours / hot up to 10
hours18/8 Stainless steel with sweat-proof powder coat
finishNo nasties - BPA, BPS, and BPF freeSpill-proof Carry
Cap is compatible with Eddy®, Chute® Mag, and Hot Cap
vesselsEasy to clean - hand wash stainless steel vessel, cap
is top-rack dishwasher safe

Snowys Code:

38638

Supplier Code:

CB2369001019

In Use Dimensions:

11L x 11W x 29.5H cm

Packed Dimensions:

11L x 11W x 29.5H cm

Capacity:

1.9 L

Material:

Stainless Steel | Polypropylene

Weight:

0.657 Kg

Warranty:

Got Your Bak™ Lifetime Guarantee

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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